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1 INTRODUCTION

A high-energy (0.5-5.0 TeV centre of mass) electron-
positron Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) is being studied
at CERN as a new physics facility [1]. The design study has
been optimized for 3 TeV centre-of-mass energy. Intense
bunches injected into the main linac must have unprece-
dentedly small emittances to achieve the design luminosity���������
	���������

required for the physics experiments. The
positron and electron bunch trains will be provided by the
CLIC injection complex.

To decouple the wide aperture requirements for the in-
coming positron beam from the final emittance require-
ments of the main linac, a pre-damping ring with a large
dynamic acceptance and relatively large equilibrium emit-
tance is used to pre-damp the incoming beam, as is shown
in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: The CLIC layout [1].

In the case of electron production, taking into account
the incoming normalized emittance of 7000 nm rad pro-

vided by the high brilliance injector linac, a single ring
similar to the final positron damping ring will be sufficient.

In the report, the main positron DR optics producing
such low-emittance beam is described.

2 EVOLUTION OF ��� OR ��� BEAM
EMITTANCES

The evolution of electron(positron) beam emittances in
the damping ring is defined by the interplay of radiation
damping, quantum excitation, and intra-beam scattering
(IBS). A change in the momentum deviation of a particle
in a dispersive region results in a change of its betatron os-
cillation amplitude.

Ignoring the effect of the opening angle [2], which is still
weak for CLIC parameters and beta functions below 10 m,
an increase of the transverse beam emittance through quan-
tum excitation occurs only when synchrotron radiation is
emitted at a place with nonzero dispersion. The emittance
growth due to IBS is similar, but in contrast to synchrotron
radiation it also arises outside of the bending magnets.

The horizontal ��� , vertical ��� and longitudinal ��� emit-
tances evolve with time according to a set of three coupled
differential equations:������! "# � $ ���% &���('�)+* " ���, � $ ���.-/���0-/�1�/) -325476�89-;:�-;<>= (1)

The three differential equations (1) are coupled through
the IBS growth times

, � $ � � -/� � -/� � )
-?2@4A6�89-;:�-;<>= , which
are non-linear functions of emittances. The equilibrium
emittances follow from solution of this equation There are
two well known formalisms for computing the IBS growth
times

, � $ ���+-B���C-/�1�/) , namely the Bjorken-Mtingwa theory
[3] and Piwinski’s theory [4]. Both approaches determine
the local, two-particle Coulomb scattering.

In practice the vertical emittance is limited by nonzero
betatron coupling, by residual vertical dispersion, and by
IBS.

3 CLIC DAMPING RING OPTICS

Since CLIC will likely operate with polarized beams,
the damping ring must maintain a high spin polarization.
Therefore, the ring energy should be chosen so that the spin
tune is a half integer to stay away from the strong integer
spin resonance. The energy for the damping ring was cho-
sen as 2.42 GeV that corresponds to the spin tune of 5.5. At
the next possible lower energy of 1.98 GeV, the IBS is too
strong, since the IBS growth time is proportional to DFEHG ,
while damping time is inversely proportional to DIE � .



The horizontal normalized emittance without IBS can be
presented by the expression (2) given for the Theoretical
Minimum Emittance (TME) lattice [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13].
Such lattice is most suitable for the low emittance compact
arc cell. The length of a cell is important since the damping
time is directly proportional to the ring circumference.

A TME cell is composed of one bending magnet of
length J and angle K and, usually, three or four quadrupole
magnets. The minimum horizontal emittance of TME cell
with a small bending angle ( KML �

) is given by [5]E�� � '>N�O PRQ E � K ���"TS ��U V �  FW�XZY �/[9\^]`_ X�a��Zb ��� *Ac+d $fe � Kg)`Gih�  W X Y �/[9\ ] _ X aj *Ac+d $fe � Kg) G h;k (2)

where
e � is the normalized gradient in the bending mag-

net, and
P Q ��lnm o�pTq �i�n���B� m. The emittance is minimum

when horizontal beta rs� and dispersion tg� functions at the
center of the bend have the following optimum values at
zero derivate ( rvu� � �

, t+u� � �
) there:r N � J" S ��U - t N � J5K" p (3)

If beta and dispersion functions at the dipole center do not
correspond to optimum value rsN and tgN then emittance
is increased to the detuning factor �gw times � � '����1wZ� � '>N
where � w is given by [7]�1w%� S ��U" trHKyx t " pJzK  "({ *!|p V Jp�r S ��U * p�r S ��U| J k
This equation is plotted in Fig. 2 (bottom). The dispersion
is maximum for a fixed value of the emittance deturning
factor � w , when the horizontal beta function is equal tor�� J"}S �(U ��w~-
where the dispersion becomest��3�;�T� J�K" p�� � * "S U3� � w  �Z� m
We now assume the values of r and t at the center of the
bend given in equations stated here. Then the dependence
of the horizontal phase advance per TME cell on the emit-
tance detuning factor can be expressed by [9]2H�}� "3�����Z����� ��w S l� � w  �  S U
This is plotted in Fig. 2 (top). If we compare the mini-
mum emittance of the TME lattice with the minimum emit-
tances produced by three other lattice types (Double Fo-
cusing Achromat, Triplet Achromat Lattice, Triple Bend
Achromat) [10] for a fixed bending angle K , we obtain the
following ratios:� NR����z�H�� N��������� ��l.- � N���������� NR����s��� � ��" - � NR��������� N��������� ���l m
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Figure 2: Horizontal phase advance per TME cell versus
emittance detuning factor (top), and dispersion versus beta
function at the center of bend of TME cell for 11 emittance
detuning factors ��w~4�6 " -�ln-;p.- U m�m�m ��� = (bottom)

A TME arc cell of the CLIC damping ring comprises four
quadrupoles and a combined function bending magnet. The
optics of this arc cell is shown in Fig. 3. The emittance
detuning factor for this cell is ��w�� � m � . The defocusing
gradient in the bending magnet decreases the emittance via
the associated change of horizontal damping partition. The
combined function magnet also decreases the length of arc
cell, that is 1.73 m. The defocusing gradient of the bend-
ing magnet is 24.73 kG/m. Phase advance per the cell is
210 degree and 90 degree for the vertical and horizontal
motion respectively. In consideration of IBS, such phase
advances give acceptable final emittances and, moreover,
they allow the assembly of a second-order achromat for
sextupolar chromatic correction.

The damping ring has two arcs connected by dispersion-
free straight sections that include RF cavities, FODO cells
with wigglers, and injection/extraction sections. The wig-
gler modules are located between quadrupole magnets in a
FODO structure.
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Figure 3: Dispersion and beta functions over the damping
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The phase advance of a FODO cell is
��"gU0úiû | "�ú for the

horizontal and vertical motion, respectively. The wiggler
sections do not perturb the emittance produced by the arcs.
At the same time the wigglers considerably decrease the
damping times. Consequently the damping times become
less than the IBS growth times. The wiggler sections in-
clude a total of 76 wigglers, each of them 2.1 m long and
consisting of 21 pairs of magnetic poles. The wiggler pe-
riod is 20 cm.

The transverse damping times and the horizontal emit-
tance in the presence of a wiggler disregarding IBS can be
represented by the following expression (for üC�M� �

) [11]

����ý� � ' � � * �j�þ ÿ � �������_ � X	 ��
 $%__� ) �� ý �����~�ý� * þ __ � � ý ����� ý
## ý � � * _ � � þ � � ���b �;� j����������� � �"! � * � ��$#

where ÿ � � � m p�%'& �i�+� j d 	 ÿ)(�* �s h , J � and +fr �-, are

the total length of the arcs and the average beta function
over the wiggler respectively. Without IBS consideration
and for the damping-ring parameters presented in Tables
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Figure 4: Dispersion and beta functions from arc cells to
FODO cells with wigglers and the table of wiggler param-
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1–2, the dependences of the relative damping time and rel-
ative horizontal emittance on the wiggler field and the pole
length are presented in Figure 5. The subindex �$� refers
to the case without wiggler sections (only arcs). The two
top pictures in Fig. 5 refer to two different values of the av-
erage horizontal beta function ���X�-� over the length of the
wiggler. In the limit of many wiggler poles, the wigglers
will not increase the horizontal emittance produced by arcs,
if the average horizontal beta function is less than [11]

��� � �5��������-����� ��������������� ��� �
 �¡�¢ ��£=¤¥ �¦�§¨�¦ª©

4 DAMPING RING PARAMETERS AND
FINAL BEAM EMITTANCES

Taking into account IBS, the values of the equilibrium
transverse beam emittances

¢ � , ¢�« , rms energy spread ¬$
and rms bunch length ¬X® were calculated for the proposed
damping ring design by a step-wise integration in time.
Computing the IBS growth rates by the Bjorken-Mtingwa
formalism, we obtain the results summarized in Table 3.
The design parameters of the damping ring are also pre-
sented in Table 3 (top).
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Figure 5: The dependences of the relative damping time# � ' û # ��ý and relative horizontal emittance � ��ý û � � ' on the
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The time evolution of � � , � � , ´$µ and ´9¶ between the in-
jection (inj) and the final equilibrium beam at the moment
of extraction, computed from the differential equations (1),
are shown in Fig. 6. We observe that IBS increases the
equilibrium horizontal emittance ��� ' about two times. On
the positive side, the final horizontal emittance E��g� of 620
[nm] produced by the damping ring at extraction woudl still
be acceptable for the CLIC interaction point; at the inter-
action point E���� should not exceed 700 nm. However, ad-
ditional emittance dilutions are expected in the linac and
bunch compressors. The vertical normalized emittance of
almost 9 nm is three times larger than the ideal target value
of 3 nm. As for the horizontal plane, it remains smaller than
the design emittance at the collision point (10 nm). The rms
bunch-length ´9¶ and energy spread ´9µ at extraction corre-
spond to a longitudinal emittance of 4280 eV m, which is
compatible the maximum value required for the subsequent
bunch compressors (4870 eV m). Figure 6 demonstrates
that the equilibrium emittances are obtained after 20 ms.
The beam in the ring consists of 9 trains and the repetition
rate of the 3-TeV collider is 100 Hz. Thus each bunch is
stored for 45 ms, and no transient effects from the damping
are expected.
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Figure 6: The evolution of beam emittances from injection
values to equilibrium values

5 CHROMATICITY CORRECTION AND
DYNAMIC APERTURE

Sextupoles introduce both second order geometric aber-
rations and chromatic aberrations. If two sextupoles of
equal strength are placed at the entrance and exit of a  áà
transformer the geometric aberrations introduced by the
two sextupoles exactly cancel each other. A perfect cancel-
lation of the second-order geometric aberrations produced
by the sextupoles would be to place separate  áà transform-
ers of sextupole pairs in such a way that they do not interfer
with each other.

In our case this ideal scheme is impossible to realize,
because there is not enough space available to arrange non-
interlaced  áà transformers. The small beta and dispersion
functions require a sufficient number of sextupoles in order
to correct the large horizonal and vertical chromaticities.
Therefore, in the proposed damping ring design, interlaced
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Figure 7: Second-order achromat of the damping ring

sextupole pairs are used for the chromatic correction. The
uncorrected geometric aberrations introduced by the inter-
laced  áà sextupolar transformers are of third and higher

order. The damping ring comprises two arcs, each of which
consists of 48 cells. We have chosen 9 sextupole families
located in 3 adjacent arc cells, as it is shown in Fig. 7 (three
families for the vertical motion and six families for the hori-
zontal motion). The horizontal and vertical phase advances
over 6 cells with repetitive symmetry are �;Y and l Y , re-
spectively.

Taking into account phase advance per cell and the num-
ber of cells, one can see that we have assembled a complete
second-order achromat using the interlaced  áà transform-
ers. The second order achromat scheme provides an ex-
act cancellation of all second-order geometric aberrations,
since the X and Y phase advances per arc are multiples
of
"
Y . For our lattice the phase advances over an arc areZ\[ ��� " o q " Y and

Z\[ �}� ��" q " Y . It is obvious that all
second-order geometric terms vanish, since the following
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Figure 8: The tune shift versus momentum deviation (bot-
tom) and the same on a resonance diagram (top).



two integrals are zero:

] �'_^
� (>` �Ka�b � � � ced b ] �'f^

� (>` � �Kagb � � � m
Here the ^

�
functions are equal to the strength of an ele-

ment multiplied by some power of the beta functions. Over
the length of 12 cells and considering the sextupole ele-
ments, both integrals vanish. In the complex h	i and l:h�i
plane, the vector sums of the first and seventh cell etc. (2nd
and 8th, 3rd and 9th, 6th with 12th) are zero. The first
and second order chromatic aberrations are corrected by
matching the strengths of 9 sextupole families. Without
chromatic correction the natural first order chromaticities
are  ���(U and  ��" p for the horizontal and vertical plane,
respectively.

The strengths of the chromatic sextupoles are consider-
able (but their pole-tip fields do not exceed a value of 2 T,
which we considered a reasonable upper bound), since the
emittance requirements result in small beta and dispersion
functions over the TME arc cell. The tune shift over a
large momentum range of j �;k is shown in Fig. 8. The
working point for zero momentum offset was chosen as[ � û [ �ml � m o Ugû1� m o " . A standard method to maximize the
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Figure 9: The dynamic aperture of the injected beam, as
determined by particle tracking over 1000 turns.

dynamic aperture is to install harmonic sextupoles in non-
dispersive sections. These allow reducing the tune shift
with amplitude and compensating resonance-driving terms.
In our present lattice, two families of harmonic sextupoles
are used. Each consists of eight sextupoles, which are lo-
cated in the wiggler sections. The harmonic sextupoles in-
crease the dynamic aperture about two times, so that its
value now corresponds to about six rms beam sizes for an
on-momentum particle, as it is shown in Fig. 9. The dy-
namic aperture might be further improved by increasing the
number of harmonic-sextupole families.

6 OUTLOOK

We have described the present design status of the CLIC
damping ring. The ring comprises TME-cell arcs and two

long FODO wiggler sections. The ring lattice has been
optimized with respect to synchrotron radiation and intra-
beam scattering, for a constant circumference.

The final equilibrium emittances have been estimated via
numerical integration. The equilibrium transverse emit-
tances fall a factor 2–3 short of the design target value, but
are already below the emittances required at the CLIC col-
lision point. The longitudinal emittance is slightly smaller
than necessary. Recently the dynamic aperture has been
optimized by using 9 families of chromatic correction, con-
sisting of interleaved  áà pairs, and 2 additional harmonic
families. It now exceeds 5–6 rms beam sizes at injection.
The momentum acceptance of the lattice surpasses j �>k .

We next plan to investigate the following three items: (1)
the effect of alignment errors and beam-based tuning on
the dynamic aperture, (2) the optimum choice of the emit-
tance ratio, representing linear betatron coupling between
the horizontal and vertical plane, which is an external input
to the emittance computation, and (3) the potential for a
transverse emittance reduction by increasing the length of
the wiggler.
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